
Paris recognises climate agreement is a public health agreement

The Paris Agreement, signed on Saturday includes a binding ambition to limit
global warming to less than 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial
temperatures; it establishes a mechanism to address loss and damage associated
with the adverse effects of climate change in particularly vulnerable developing
countries; and it brings into effect a process to continuously increase national
emissions reduction commitments.

Health advocates worked with negotiators during the COP, seeking to reinforce
prior calls for health to be included in the preamble as well as in the purpose of
the Agreement (Article Two), and in sections on mitigation and adaptation, as
well as mentioning health specifically within the section on each country’s
national climate change plans – known as intended nationally intended
commitments (INDCs).

Here is an extract from the preamble below:

“Recognizing also that when developing policies and taking action to address
climate change, Parties should promote, protect, respect, and take into account
their respective obligations on all human rights, the right to health, and the rights
of indigenous peoples, local communities, migrants, children, persons with
disabilities and people in vulnerable situations and under occupation, and the right
to development, and promote gender equality and the empowerment of women,”
(1)

In Section IV of the agreement, ‘Enhanced Action Prior to 2020’, the co-benefits of
climate mitigation for health is also mentioned, and states:

“[The Conference of the Parties]….Recognizes the social, economic and
environmental value of voluntary mitigation actions and their co-benefits for
adaptation, health and sustainable development;” (1)

The health community in Paris was more visible than at any previous COP event,
with organisations presenting #climatehealth declarations that represented over
1,700 health organisations, over 8000 hospitals, and 13 million doctors, nurses
and health professionals in every part of the health sector globally (2).

Climate and Health Alliance (CAHA) Executive Director Fiona Armstrong was in
Paris for COP21, and says:

"The Paris Agreement is a positive response to the grave threats we face from our
fossil fuelled societies and a clear sign the world's nations are willing to work
together to help achieve the necessary and urgent transition to a low carbon
world. This Agreement signals a shift from obstruction to cooperation, from
rhetoric to action, and, we hope, marks the beginning of a global effort to protect
and promote people's health and wellbeing through cutting emissions and
combatting climate change." 

http://www.caha.org.au


Dr. Bettina Menne, who is the Climate Lead, WHO Europe says:

“As doctors, nurses, and other health professionals, it is our duty to safeguard the
health of our families and communities. The Paris Agreement takes us one step
closer to securing a future which protects the public from the impacts of climate
change - the defining health issue of this century. Today, we are leaving France with
a deal that bolsters community resilience, strengthens our health systems, and
helps to tackle inequalities.”

Many people fear these commitments may not be met, although many others
predict the pace and scale of the low carbon transition will also increase rapidly,
and that while some countries may not meet their INDCs, many will exceed them,
and we may find ourselves witnessing the foreshadowed xxxxx sooner than
expected.

Media contacts for health at the COP21: 
For more information about health meetings during COP21, contact Fiona
Armstrong, Executive Director, Climate and Health Alliance: 0438 900
005 fiona.armstrong@caha.org.au

1. Paris Agreement: http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09.pdf
2.
http://www.climateandhealthalliance.org/resources/health-and-climate-in-201
5-and-beyond
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